UNLOCK AND ENJOY YOUR CLOUD FREEDOM

Take advantage of Sify’s Cloud Anywhere Gen V Multi Cloud Management Platform (CMP)
Sify is the leading digital infrastructure player in India, helping customers achieve their digital ambition through cloud@core™ products and services, built on its world class data centers, cloud & network assets and a wide portfolio of professional and digital services.

With over 250 complex migrations across hyperscalers and private clouds, Sify's innovative cloud@core™ framework spans infrastructures, platforms, and applications - enabling enterprises to seamlessly transition to the right hybrid or multi cloud platform.

Today, most organizations adopt a multi cloud or hybrid cloud strategy out of a desire to avoid vendor lock-in or to take advantage of best-of-breed solutions across public and private clouds.

What are the typical challenges you come across in multi cloud management?
GARTNER’S VIEW: LACK OF VISIBILITY AND CONTROL

IN TODAY’S CLOUD FIRST WORLD MORE THAN 90% ORGANIZATIONS ARE USING MULTI OR HYBRID CLOUD

CIOs’ CLOUD PRIORITIES

MANAGE multiple cloud environments
ENSURE consistent cloud governance

OPTIMIZE cost on cloud
LEVERAGE cloud to generate new revenue streams

SECURE cloud environment
IDENTIFY an ideal cloud service provider
MULTI CLOUD CONSUMPTION SHOULD NOT REQUIRE MULTITUDE OF TOOLS

Requirements for running Multi-cloud

Assessment, design, migration with continual cost and performance optimization

Consistent security across cloud platforms

Proficiency on the Resource Models/APIs for different Clouds

Understanding the cost models of different clouds

Workload lifecycle monitoring and management

IP for best practices and best tools

MSS and MDR services under single pane of glass

Seamless provisioning of workloads on any cloud

Right selection and continual monitoring for optimal cost

AIOPS tools for holistic workload management

Sify Cloud Anywhere Gen V Cloud Management Platform (CMP)

brings to you Sify’s decade-long experience to help customers adopt, integrate or deploy any target cloud environment (Hyperscalers or Sify CloudInfinit Public/Private Cloud) seamlessly under a single pane of glass.

Sify CMP provides customers with better visibility without losing control and full freedom to choose their choice of cloud, apart from enabling cloud native technologies, containers and microservices.
GENERATION V SIFY CLOUD MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

Users
- Cloud Administrators
- App & DevOps
- All Users
- CXO Users

Core Platform
- Automation
- Dashboard
- Self Service

Cloud Management Platform
- DevOps Management
- Multi-Cloud Management
- Role Based Access
- Automation
- Blueprints
- Policy Engine
- Security & Compliance

ITSM
- Request / Change
- Event / Incident
- Monitoring
- Discovery

AI / ML

Pod
- Native Tools
- APIs
- Sify CloudInfinit
- Sify Private Cloud
SIFY CMP BENEFITS

- Optimized cloud resources for right usage
- Improved productivity and return on investment (ROI)
- Increased agility and cost control
- Scalable model to support cloud bursting
- Continuous upgrading with security and regulatory demands
- Faster time-to-market

WHY SIFY CMP GEN V

AI-driven continual workload optimization for improved app performance

- Detailed tracking of billing data to rationalize consumption and optimize costs
- To architect and implement the Multi/Hybrid Cloud
- Automated discovery & tagging of resources across Clouds for efficient management
- Round trip ITSM integration for comprehensive visibility and auto remediation
- Consistent User Experience across Clouds to simplify consumption
- Out-of-the box best practices driven blueprints that can be customized further

Enabling customers to achieve their digital ambition powered by cloud@core™

Our end-to-end Digital ICT Solutions
Cloud & Data Center Services | Network Services | Digital Services | Technology Integration Services

Better visibility, governance and control is just a scan away.

www.sifytechnologies.com
marketing@sifycorp.com